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Meeting Report - January 9, 2013
Minutes of the BBMFC January 9, 2013 Meeting
Business meeting opened:
by President Chris Brownhill at 7:40 pm
Present:
12 members/guests were present
Minutes of previous meeting:


It was noted that several of the event dates for 2013 as shown in the
December 2012 meeting minutes required amendment as follows:
o Toronto and District contest will be held June 1,2 (not June 2,3)

o The Ringmaster event will be held over two days on _______
September 5,6
October

o The Fall Stunt contest and F2B team trials will begin on Saturday
September 14 with Sunday September 15 being held as the rain
date.
o acceptance of the minutes, as amended, moved by Geoff Higgs,
seconded by John McFayden, carried

Financial report:

$2,697.31 according to the Treasurer, Bill Bowmer

Proceedings:


President Chris Brownhill showed the members the business card that
Doug Blackmore had developed and printed. The members present
generally agreed that it was professional looking.



Bill Bowmer suggested that we consider an updated Club membership card
as he was having some printing issues with the existing card. It was
suggested that perhaps the membership card could be printed on the
back of the business card but this was decided against since members
could mistakenly hand out their membership card instead of a business
card. Since the problem appears to be related to either the card stock
or the printer settings used, it was left that the existing cards continue
to be used with some changes to the card stock and/or the printer
settings. Doug Blackmore agreed to advise Bill on the cardstock and
settings used for the business cards.



A question was raised as to the status of the club. Chris advised the
members that the Club is incorporated by the province as a non-profit
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(but not charitable) corporation and requested Steven Szikora (who is a
lawyer by day) to investigate obtaining a copy of the Club’s letters of
patent. Steven advised the members that the legislation has changed and
that it is necessary for organizations incorporated by both the provincial
and federal governments to update their by-laws to conform to the new
requirements. Steven will look into the process as he is doing the same
for the York Soaring Club.


Chris asked the members present if there was interest in a 1/2A proto
speed event as members seemed to be enjoying the other 1/2A events
tried – Musciano over the past three years, and 1/2A Scale tried in 2012.
Some interest was expressed and questions were posed as to the rules.
It was suggested that engines be restricted so that the most “potent”
engine allowed would be the Cox Tee Dee .049. Such an event might be
both suitable and attractive for Juniors with some rule modifications,
such as a shorter (35’) line length to improve flyability. Chris suggested
that the Club review the existing rules to come up with something that
worked.



Chris advised the members of an article concerning the Club written by
Paul Smith and published in the Control-line World magazine.



Peter Hanson pointed out that the article mentioned in the previous point
referenced the possibility of additional Hanson Cup events being held in
the United States. Chris stated that as the sponsor of the Cup, it was
Peter’s decision whether additional events would be included in the roster
of events contributing towards the Cup standings.



Chris suggested more aggressive promotion of the Club and control-line
flying in general, especially to Juniors. The possibility of free training
flights during Monday evening flying sessions was mentioned.



Chris donated a flight box with all the trimmings to Ted Smietana’s
junior flyers.



The 2013 edition of the “Great Glider Gala” will be held at the February
meeting. The following rules and tips/tricks are reprised from the
January 2012 meeting minutes:
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o Glider to be made of one sheet of 3/32”x3”x36” balsa (can be

sanded thinner but the contest format and the associated “1-point”
landings, especially when the Styrofoam target is missed, can take
a toll on the aircraft)
o

Chris has suggested “longer fuselage”, “larger size (~20” span)”
and “larger rudder” as potentially good design objectives but has
also stopped short of taking responsibility for a lack of success,
even if these objectives are pursued

o Chris has suggested that CA is an essential accessory at the

contest
o It has been generally stressed that the glider must fly “on the

wing” and that “missiles” or “darts” whose trajectory is solely
dependent on the energy imparted by human hand are frowned
upon and the pilots of such non-aircraft risk severe censure and
other penalties as decided by those present.


The business portion of the meeting was adjourned.

Show’n’tell


Ted Smietana showed an electric “foamie” aerobatic model but qualified
it by saying the original owner of the model suggested a static display
role for it.



Stewart Henderson showed a modified “Ugly Stik” built for electric
power and 3-channel R/C. The modifications include a longer wing and
dihedral to enhance “soaring” ability. The model is being covered with a
Worldtex fabric-like covering in a traditional “doped linen” colour.

Chris Brownhill’s “Anyone can Solder” Clinic
For those of us that are “soldering-challenged” (at least John McFayden was
“honest” about it – see below for qualification on this), Chris led a seminar on
the soldering of a fuel tank. He led it off my telling us that soldering was an
ancient art - one member was heard to quip “where did they plug in the
soldering iron?”
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Chris stressed that there were several key ingredients essential to successful
soldering:
 Cleanliness. The surfaces to be
soldered need to be free of
grease, oxidation, grime, etc.
Chris suggested that the surfaces
be abraded (eg. sanded) first to
remove these obstacles to a
successful joint.


Good flux. Chris suggested that
the typical flux-cored solder did not really provide sufficient flux for a
good joint. Although acid-based flux is not recommended for electrical
work, it promotes increased cleansing action and is preferred for other
work. Chris used “Stay Clean” flux. He stressed that alcohol be used to
purge the residual solder from the work afterwards, especially with
respect to fuel tank interior surfaces.



Good solder. It was suggested that lead-free solders do not work as
well although the lead-free silver solder (Kester) that Chris normally uses
works well – silver solder requires a bit more heat but produces a joint
that is allegedly 10x stronger than solder without silver in it.



Heat. The hotter the iron/gun/torch, the shorter the interval required
to bring the adjoining surfaces up to the temperature required for solder
to flow, and the lower the probability that the joint will be “coldsoldered” (looks rough instead of smooth and shiny) or that nearby
already-soldered joints will be re-melted. Chris used a 110+ watt
soldering gun. The tip of an iron will normally need to be tinned before
use. Any residue (except the tinning) on the tip of the iron represents a
barrier to heat transfer.
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To demonstrate that anyone can solder,
and that his seminar could be entitled
“Soldering for Dummies”, Chris prevailed
on John McFayden to solder several joints
of a partly-assembled tin-late fuel tank.
The tank components had been formed
over an aluminum “dummy tank” using
pliers and a light hammer. John grasped
the concepts very quickly, as if he had
been soldering all his life, and made short
work of the required joints. This lead to
suspicion that he was, in fact, a “ringer” –
planted by Chris in the audience so that
we could all get home before midnight.
Chris also mentioned that soldering nonferrous metals such as copper and brass
is relatively easy while soldering stainlesssteel, as found in braided control lines, is somewhat elusive.
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Source of free plans
Flying Models magazine mentioned a source of free plans at www.outerzone.co.uk
I checked it out and it has many control-line plans – stunt, scale, sport, combat,
including many old-timers and classics (Ringmaster, Nobler, Flight-streak, etc).

Rules for 1/2A proto speed
The following are some of the key rules for 1/2A proto speed as excerpted
from the MAAC rulebook (AMA rules appear to be the same):
 Aircraft must resemble a full-size airplane but need not be to scale.
Must have a vertical stabilizer or butterfly tail and a clear canopy in
proportion to model. No flying wings, pod/boom, or other unusual
configurations unless it is a scale model of a full-size aircraft. No
clear finishes.


Minimum wing span 14” for monoplanes, 12” for biplanes. Minimum wing
area 45 sq. ins. Minimum fuselage length 12”.



Profile fuselage of maximum 0.5” width, cheek cowls of maximum
0.375” width.



Fixed landing gear with a minimum of two wheels at least 7/8”
diameter, separated laterally by at least two wheel diameters.



Maximum model weight 9 oz.



Engine displacement < 0.0504 – only natural aspiration allowed – openface exhaust - no muffler. Fuel is unspecified.



Side-mounted engine on outboard side of fuselage. The tank may not
form a fairing for the cylinder head but a fairing behind the tank is
permitted.



Control by exposed 2-line system – control lines 42’ from handle to
aircraft centre-line – 0.010 minimum dia. – no braided/stranded lines –
2 lbs/ounce pull-test.



If a pylon is not used, the pilot stands within a 6’ dia. marked circle.



The timed flight is 10 laps (1/2 mile) at maximum 15’ altitude – flight
is timed from release for take-off. There are more rules concerning
attempts, official flights, etc.)

Some issues for discussion:
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Availability/practicality of single-strand control lines. Mouse
racing allows two stranded lines of 0.012 dia. as an alternative to
single-strand lines of 0.010”. One possible source for solid wire
lines is: MBS MODEL SUPPLY, PO Box 282, Auburn KS 66402
Contact Melvin Schuette 785-256-2583



Use of pylon – not required unless a record attempt is being made.

Special feature:

In the spirit of stirring the creative juices concerning a
possible 1/2A proto speed event, we present some 3-views for Formula 1 racing
aircraft, starting with the classic Cassutt, Shoestring, and Rivets, and
progressing to more modern variations.
1. Cassutt

2.
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Shoestring

3. Rivets

4.

Nemesis, a modified Shoestring

5.

6.

Mariah, a modified Cassutt

Kelly F1D
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Meeting Report - February 13, 2013
Minutes of the BBMFC February 13, 2013 Meeting
Business meeting opened:
by President Chris Brownhill at 7:40 pm
Present:
18 members/guests were present
Minutes of previous meeting: acceptance of the minutes moved by Jack
Financial report:

Humphreys, seconded by Yannick, carried
$2,745.96 from Treasurer, Bill Bowmer (in absentia)

Proceedings:


President Chris Brownhill advised the members that he had submitted
the field permit application for the T&D contest



Chris provided some background information on the various
communications that have been circulating concerning issues at MAAC.
Apparently a relatively minor issue involving a past-president applying for
a new credit card with air miles benefits, requiring the purchase of a
$25,000 GIC by MAAC, was “blown out of proportion” due to some “bad
blood”. The actual transgression involved an unauthorized purchase over
$2,000 – essentially a technicality. No financial loss was incurred by
MAAC except for the resulting legal fees.



A discussion was held to review the events to be held at the T&D contest
June 1, 2 2013. Events held at the 2012 contest were:
o Stunt (old-time, profile, F2B (FAI))
o Combat (F2D (FAI), 80mph)
o Scale (profile, sport)
o Sport racing



It was noted that the combat events had a high level of participation. A
question was raised about the inclusion of 1/2A scale – Chris suggested
that this event be held on a trial basis during an evening or weekend
flying session during the summer. A motion to the effect that the 2012
T&D event line-up be used for the 2013 contest was moved by Len Bourel,
seconded by John Easton, and carried.
The question was raised whether or not to include a BBQ as part of the
2013 contest as has been done in the past. Chris noted that the provision
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of food service was not part of the permit as approved although this
should not be a major issue. It was noted that the “chef” normally did
not have much opportunity to fly in the contest. The possibility of
providing uncooked snacks and sandwiches was raised. In the end, the
question was left open so that anyone who wanted to volunteer to
organize the provision of food could do so.


Doug Blackmore inquired about information on the CanAm Cup (combat) as
nothing had been posted on the website to-date. Chris referred him to
Ivan or Pat Mackenzie.



In connection with the proposed 1/2A proto event, Chris advised the
members that he has 1,000’ of 0.010 solid stainless-steel wire for 1/2A
proto control lines if any of the members was interested. It was noted
that the available contest rules (MAAC, AMA) did not allow braided lines
but Chris advised that 0.008 braided cables would be acceptable for club
flying (subject, of course, to a successful pull-test). The question of
where to run such an event was raised since our club field is not optimally
configured. The possibility of flying the event at the Niagara field was
brought up but this may lead to noise complaints from a sensitive
neighbour – apparently a previous team-racing event at that venue led to
complaints. Chris reminded the members that someone has to step up to
take ownership in connection with the organization of this event.



Len Bourel offered to conduct a session on flying the Old-time stunt
pattern at the March meeting subject to confirming his availability for
that date.



Members were reminded that the annual building (aka “beauty”) contest
will be held during the April 10, 2013 meeting.



There being no other business, adjournment of the business portion of
the meeting was moved by Len Bourel and seconded by Doug Blackmore –
carried.
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Show’n’tell


There were no items for Show’n’Tell (although there were a lot of gliders
on display for the Great Glider Gala) but Jack Humphreys advised that a
Top ARF Nobler was available for $140, ready-to-fly with an OS .46. His
store (A&J Hobbies) can be contacted for details or to arrange purchase
at 905-305-1479 or at sales@ajhobby.com

The Great Glider Gala
The Great Glider Gala was held with great fanfare as befitting one of the
premiere events on the Club’s social calendar. As usual, Ted Smietana’s youth
group was present in force, along with several of their mothers, and they had
obviously benefitted from Ted’s guidance with respect to design, construction,
and flying, as will be seen in the results below. Along with many retreads from
previous years (Ted’s glider had six previous wins to it’s credit, John Easton had
his venerable “Star Wars-like” design and Rob Pringle’s winner from last year
was entered), there were many new entries, including a built-up, high-aspect
wing entry from a prospective new member, Juan.
Three categories were run – Junior, Novice (for newbies that were not
necessarily Juniors) and Open – Junior entries were also permitted to fly in the
Open category provided they were flown from the rearmost “do not cross” line.
Hurried CA repairs did not seem to be as frequently required as in some
previous contests although the action was no less frenetic.
Various members volunteered to
undertake the critical task of
marking the places where the
gliders collided with the target (a
styrofoam board with a cross
marked on it) to determine the
most accurate glider tossers.
Here, Len and Naomi are busy
judging.
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Judging proved to be a somewhat
hazardous occupation as several of the
judges were “impacted” by wayward
gliders. Hardhats should be considered
for the next Great Glider Gala.

The eventual winners were:

Junior category:

1st – Veronica Styczen (centre)
2nd – Thomas Ostrowski (left)
3rd – James Gane (right)

Novice Category:

1st – Naomi Macklem (left)
2nd – Barb Styczen (centre)
3rd – Eva Kowalak (right)
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Open Category:
1st – Daniel Styczen (centre)
2nd – Len Bourel (right)
3rd – Chris Brownhill (left)

Some pictures of the heated action:
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Special feature:

Continuing with some 3-views of racing aircraft –
emphasizing more of the classic and creative designs from the past.
1. Gee Bee R-1

3. Payen PA-112 (French)

2. Laird Turner

4.

Wildfire
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5.

Hawk Speed Six

(British)

6.Caudron C-561 (French)

7. Bonzo

8. Texas Gem
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Meeting Report - March 13, 2013
Minutes of the BBMFC March 13, 2013 Meeting
Business meeting opened:
Present:
Minutes of previous meeting:

Financial report:

by President Chris Brownhill at 7:50 pm
16 members/guests were present, including
“Sharkey” Nagao, one of the club’s oldest members
acceptance of the minutes moved by John Easton,
seconded by Bill Bowmer, carried

$2,770.73 from Treasurer, Bill Bowmer

Proceedings:
 President Chris Brownhill advised the members that he had obtained the
2013 field permit for a $20 fee – same fee as before the City
attempted a significant fee increase in 2012.
 Chris Brownhill, Doug Blackmore, Len Bourel, Naomi Macklem, and Juan
Barrada flew the previous Saturday – “broke the ice” for the first flights
of the season. Juan posted his first flight in Canada.
 Chris suggested that a certificate of appreciation be sent to Ross
Melhuish, whose health is deteriorating. Ross provided sterling service
for many years, notably as the founding president during the club’s
formative years. The members present were in favour of this suggestion.
 In response to a question from Doug Blackmore, the issue of re-paving
the flying circle was re-opened and discussed.
o As a possible source of funding (repaving could cost in the order of
$15-20K), Chris mentioned the Aero Club of Canada, the Canadian
link to the FAI and international flying. He mentioned that after
WWII, they were provided with 50 Tiger Moths which were sold
and the proceeds invested. Apparently, grants are provided for
specific flying-related activities, including promotion and possible
infrastructure.
o Chris suggested he would talk to the City about the possibility of
cost-sharing in conjunction with seeking a grant from the Aero
Club.
o Steve Szikora volunteered to look into the possible use of
recycled rubber paving. The question was raised whether thi9s
material might be affected by glow, diesel, or gasoline model fuels.
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o In terms of dimensions for purposes of estimating cost, it was
believed that the outer diameter was approximately 70’ while the
inner diameter was approximately 50-55’ and the centre circle had
an approximate diameter of 10’. The centre hole to accommodate a
speed pylon will be removed if re-paving takes place – Chris
“reminisced” about the difficulty of flying from a pylon.
The issue of providing food at the T&D was re-opened and it was
suggested that instead of a BBQ, that hot-dogs be prepared on a
Coleman stove and that water be provided for drinking.
Doug Blackmore (webmaster) suggested a new feature for the website,
provided that it is supported through the provisions of the current
subscription:
o This feature would allow members to announce on the site their
intention to go flying on a particular date/time - this information
would appear on the site immediately
o Members could use the same feature to see who else was intending
to go flying
o Members would be required to log in to access the feature.
The members generally agreed that this was a good idea and would be useful.
Naomi Macklem reminded the members about the “album” feature where
individual members could submit pictures and captions of their flying history to
be compiled in albums on the site. Doug suggested that the best size for
pictures would be approximately 640x480 pixels.





With respect to the 2013 contest season:
o Chris indicated that he had secured the necessary MAAC sanctions
for the T&D and the Club Anniversary event in September.
o Chris reminded the members of the discussion at last month’s
meeting where it was agreed that the events for the 2013 T&D
would be the same as those held in 2012.
o He suggested that the same would probably be true of the SOCC
o The spring Stunt Opener in Niagara will likely feature profile stunt
and F2B. Doug Blackmore requested that information on this event
be provided to him for inclusion on the website.
There being no other business, the business portion of the meeting was
adjourned.
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Naomi Macklem provided
green and white cupcakes
for the “intermission” in
honour of St. Patrick.

Show’n’tell


Stewart Henderson presented several scratch-built, rubber-powered
masterpieces:
o The Cloud Tramp, a Charles
Grant design, is of all-sheet
construction and features an
under-cambered wing
formed by ribs, a topmounted rubber motor, and
an adjustable wing mount.
Since interest was
expressed by several
members, a reduced copy of
the plan and excerpts from
the building instructions are included with the minutes.
o The Prairie Bird, of stick’n’tissue construction, fits the rules of
the Embryo event. For those interested in building from a kit, this
model is/was a Peck Polymers kit and is available from A2Zcorp.
Models such as these evoke images of a lazy summer evening – lying on the grass
watching them slowly circle above you … can just feel the stress draining away.
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Len Bourel showed his OTS Viking
made from a Brodak kit. He
indicated it was a straight-forward
kit to build, taking him only two
weeks. Len regaled us with his
adventures as a first-time user of
silk covering (maybe fabric-store
“silk” is not the best material to
use). While the Fox .35 can be
somewhat temperamental, Len obtained a hemi-head/stuffer backplate
and he reports it made a big difference, turning it into a smooth-running
and trouble-free engine.



Chris Brownhill showed his Brodak
Super Fly for sport racing. It is
equipped with the Brodak fuel shutoff.
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Special feature: Flying the OTS Stunt Pattern


Len Bourel gave a talk on how to fly the OTS stunt pattern, complete
with body English. Following is the handout he provided, annotated from
his talk.

3 minutes allowed
for starting

- 2 laps
- 6-10’ height after
first lap

- vertical climb
- 2 laps at height

- vertical dive

- entry at 60 deg
height (upright)
OR
- entry at 6-10’
(inverted - do ½
loop)
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“Lazy eight” but vertical
climb and dive in centre

Len does his thing!

The only thing missing was a miniature plane at the end of a handle and stick (lines)!
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Special feature:

The Cloud Tramp – plan and instructions

(from http://www.theplanpage.com/things/ct/ct.htm )
Why are you a model fan? Is it because you enjoy the frustration born of balky gas engines with
only an occasional flight; because you enjoy the labor of building intricate structures; because you thrill
to the tug of a motorized "yo-yo," roaring through repeated circles at the end of restraining control
lines; or is it because you reap deep satisfaction from repeated, realistic, completely stable free flights
requiring minimum construction effort and damage repair? If you prefer the latter, build this simple
model. It will give you as many as 20 to 30 thrilling flights in an afternoon, without breakage, and all
within the bounds of a baseball park.
Study the plans carefully and before you start building be sure you know the exact function,
material, size and shape of each part and how all parts are placed and held together in the assembly.
Start with balsa sheet: medium hard, 40 in. total length, 3 in. wide, 3/64 in. thick. From this, cut the
wing, 22 in. long; the stabilizers, 10 in. long; and the fin, 3-3/4 in. high. Shape the wing tips, the stabilizer
and fin outlines all according to the patterns given full scale in the plans.
 From balsa sheet, medium hard, 4 in. long, 3 in. wide, 1/8 in. thick, cut wing incidence block and
four ribs to the exact outline given in the plans.
 Balsa: medium hard, 4 in. long, 3/4 in. wide, 3/16 in. thick. Cut wing center block from this to
length and cross-section shown in plans. Sand the "V" bottom to precise shape.
 Balsa sheet: hard, 2 x 2 x 1/16 in., from which cut two wing mount strips, 1-5/8 in. long and 3/4
in. wide, with grain running crosswise.
 Balsa stick: hard balsa, 18 in. long, 1/4 in. square cross‑section.
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Sawed balsa propeller: 8 in. long. Shave down blade faces, round tips, sandpaper all surfaces
and "balance" on pin through shaft hole. Cut trailing edge at hub to concave shape shown in
side assembly view.
Molded plastic propeller: 8 in. long. (This may be used if balsa propeller is not available but
flights will be shorter because of greater weight and lower pitch of types now on market).
Wheels: hard wood, 1-1/4 in. dia., 1/4 in. thick.
Hanger-bearing for prop: steel, "L" shape, legs 13/16 and 5/16 in. long, cross-section half round
3/32 in. wide.
Washers: two, brass, 3/16 in. outside dia., 3/64 in. hole (min.), on propeller shaft between
propeller and bearing.
Steel wire: hard (not annealed), 21 in. long, .032-.035 in. dia. From this make landing gear, prop
shaft, tail hook, and motor hook according to size and shape given in plans, (Prop. shaft, tail and
motor hooks are shown full scale).
Rubber for motor: 10 ft. long, 1/8 x 1/30 in. (Brown 1/8 in. flat is common designation).
Quick drying, waterproof model cement.
Miscellaneous implements, as pins, clothes pin spring clamps, sandpaper, pliers, knife, razor
blade, etc.

To assemble, crease wing sheet at exact center and cement "V" center block in the crease.
Hold in place until dry with pins and clamps as indicated, and support wing tips at dihedral angle
shown until dry.
Cement four wing ribs to under surface of wing: hold with pins and clamps until dry.
Cement incidence block to wing "V" block rear edge.
Cement stabilizer and fin to motor stick: hold until dry with pins.
Cement prop hanger bearing to top of motor stick and bind firmly with thread.
Bind landing gear to underside of stick below bearing with thread, using plenty of cement to
coat joint.
Put wheels on axles and bend up wire ends with pliers.
Cement tail hook to rear of motor sticks.
Pass end of prop shaft through prop, bend over end into loop and drive loop back into front face
of hub after applying cement to loop.
Cement wing mount strips to motor stick at location shown.
Fasten wing in place on mount with 2-1/2 in. rubberband (use two if required).
Place washers on prop shaft and hook shaft into bearing.
Hook motor "S" hook over tail hook and string four strands of rubber through the prop shaft
hook and the "S" hook, without tension. Tie ends of rubber together and locate knot at rear end
of motor by adjusting the rubber loops.
The motor should include four strands of rubber, (two loops). One extra strand may be used
with Sawed Balsa Prop when ROG take-offs and high climbing rates are desired.
Care in constructing, finishing and aliening your Cloud Tramp will give you the most reliable and
best performing model plane you have ever built, Don't let its simplicity fool you.

To fly, balance plane on ends of two fingers, supporting plane at two points, each about 2 in.
from and on opposite sides of the center wing chord from one another and just half way
between leading and trailing edges.
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If plane does not balance level, move the wing back and forth along the stick as required to
bring plane in balance when supported on fingers.
When in balance, glide plane gently from hand launch.
When glide is smooth and even, wind motor by the propeller about 100 turns and hand launch
gently. If plane flies without stalling or diving, wind about 300 turns and launch for a long flight.
If plane stalls, move wing back 1/4 in. If it dives, move wing forward 1/4 in. Then wind it again
and fly, adjusting wing on stick until flight is even.
Maximum winds by hand are 400; with winder, 900. Longer flights of a minute or more to
altitudes of more than 300 ft. can be obtained by lubricating the motor with glycerine,
stretching it 2-1/2 times its length and winding it to 900 turns. The motor should not be wound
more than 400 turns when it is dry and wound by hand.

Additional construction tips and information on postal contest at http://www.mikedparker.karoo.net/
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Meeting Report - April 10, 2013
Minutes of the BBMFC April 10, 2013 Meeting
Business meeting opened:
Present:
Minutes of previous meeting:

Financial report:

by President Chris Brownhill at 7:45 pm
19 members/guests were present
acceptance of the minutes moved by Len Bourel,
seconded by Geoff Higgs, carried
$2,800.73 from Treasurer, Bill Bowmer

Proceedings:
 Matters arising from the minutes:
o Chris Brownhill asked if there was a scale for the reduced-size plan of
the Cloud Tramp included with the minutes. Rob Pringle noted that
there were several dimensions on the plan that could be used to
establish a scale. It is noted that parts of the plan are reproduced at
“1/2 scale” so adjust accordingly.
o Rob Pringle noted that the version of the minutes he received with
the April meeting slinger was missing some of the formatting. This is
probably due to the fact that a Word version of the minutes was
distributed rather than a pdf version.
 Treasurer Bill Bowmer distributed the 2013 Club membership cards.
 Chris showed the members the certificate of appreciation that had been
prepared for presentation to Ross Melhuish.
 Steve Szikora provided an update on his inquiry into the cost of re-paving
the circle with rubberized asphalt. He indicated that he had emailed a
supplier, asking also for information on the resistance of the material to
model glow fuel, especially nitromethane, but had not yet received a
response.
 Chris reminded the members that the T&D contest was coming up.
o Chris asked for, and received, Club approval to rent a van to
facilitate the hauling of contest-related equipment and supplies.
o He reminded the members that assistance would be required –
volunteers will be needed to act as event directors, judges,
timers/counters, as well as for field set-up and take-down.
o He requested that those willing to volunteer contact either him or
John McFayden, or just show up early at the field.
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o Len reminded the Club that nameplates for both 2011 and 2012
were still needed for the “Grand Champion” trophy.
Chris confirmed with John McFayden that John had possession of the
Club seal in the event that it was required in connection with legal
paperwork.
Chris advised the Club that a slinger had not yet been developed for the
SOCC. Doug Blackmore advised that he had not yet received a slinger for
the Beanfield Grand Prix. Chris indicated that the Grand Prix was Brad
Lapointe’s contest (held on his property) and that Brad would look after
the contest format and details.
It was confirmed that at least four Club members (Steve Szikora, Naomi
Macklem, Len Bourel, Rob Pringle among those present) were interested
in participating in a 1/2A proto speed event, to be held at a mutually
agreed-upon date and time, probably during a flying evening at the field.
It was also confirmed that a 1/2A scale event would be held at one of the
later contests during the summer or during a flying evening at the field.
Chris suggested that one of the members take on the role of organizing
each of these events.
Doug Blackmore, the “chief” developer of the club’s website, talked about
a few of the website’s features:
o Doug distributed brochures to the members present at the
meeting, describing various website features.
o He noted that the objective of the “members’ area” of the website
is to encourage flying by making it easier for members to find out
if others are intending to go flying at a certain time. Temporary
passwords were sent by email but it is up to each member to
update the password to something they can remember.
o Members can subscribe to email notification – this will enable them
to update their flying plans without access to a computer (can
email using a mobile device).
o Chris Brownhill acknowledged Doug’s effort in developing the
website and all of the useful features included within it.
There being no other business, the business portion of the meeting was
adjourned.
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Annual Building Contest
The annual building contest got underway with descriptions of some of the models
by their builders:
 Len Bourel modelled the “Lenny Collection”, including a Brodak Superfly for
sport racing and a “Memory Lane” entry, a re-issue of the first model
airplane that Lenny flew. This model, known as the GM (for Glen McEachern)
Trainer, was used as a neighbourhood flying trainer back in the day.
 Naomi Macklem, not to be outdone, modelled the “Naomi Collection”,
including Ringmasters in Junior and Baby sizes.
 Paul Emmerson showed a Sig Beechcraft adapted to electric power with the
throttle controlled by signals sent through insulated lines. It is also equipped
with a timer (KR2?) with load sensing.
 Chris Brownhill continued the “regression to childhood” theme with a
Musciano Army Racer. He also showed his almost-complete North American
“Yale” profile scale project, the Canuck version of the US “Harvard”. I
wonder why we didn’t call “our” version the Queen’s or McGill or McMaster
or … He noted that a quantity of surplus “Yales” from a cancelled French
order were left at the midpoint of the Peace Bridge to be “recovered”.
 Ted Smietana showed Veronica’s Spitfire and Daniel’s Zlin Akrobat from
absent members of his youth group.
 Gregory Midura and his father showed their Brodak trainer and a Planik
towline glider.
 Doug Blackmore showed his new Pathfinder wing and regaled us with his
adventures with wing “straightness”.
 Gord Gimbert showed his immaculate Airspeed Oxford, a British WW2
trainer and transport. He shared his finishing secret, obtaining colours not
normally available in dope by mixing a can of Humbrol enamel (available in
just about every colour under the sun – well almost) with a 4 oz. bottle of
unthinned clear dope. His molded canopy was a wonder to behold although he
would not (or could not) say how many attempts were required to produce
the final canopy used on the model.
Selection of the contest winners was by popular choice, each member and guest at
the meeting being accorded one vote for the “Junior” category and one for the
“Open” category. After several ties were resolved by a second round of voting and
a coin toss, the results were as follows:
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Junior Category

1st place – Gregory Midura/Planik glider

2nd place - Daniel Styczen/Zlin Akrobat

3rd place – Veronica Styczen/Spitfire
(held by Ted Smietana)
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Open Category

1st place – Gord Gimbert/Airspeed Oxford

2nd place – Paul Emmerson/Beechcraft
(Paul also walked away with a Brodak
Sea Hurricane kit donated by Gord
Gimbert)

3rd place – Chris Brownhill/Yale
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Meeting Report - October 9, 2013
Minutes of the BBMFC October 9, 2013 Meeting
Business meeting opened:
by President Chris Brownhill at 7:45 pm
Present:
14 members/guests were present
Minutes of previous meeting: acceptance of the minutes moved by Geoff Higgs,
seconded by Keith Morgan, carried

Financial report:

$2,536.96 from Treasurer, Bill Bowmer

Proceedings:


President Chris Brownhill (Chris) welcomed members and guests to the
first meeting of the winter season.



Chris advised the Club that he had submitted the application for the
permit for the flying field and the cost is uncertain at this time, noting
the situation that had occurred with the 2013 permit. He also noted that
the permit for the meeting room had been arranged at no cost to the
Club.



Chris advised the Club that a donation of $308 had been made to the
Weston King Neighbourhood Centre as a result of entry fees and
“donations” in return for hot dogs at the Club’s 56th Anniversary Event
and 100 Mile Marathon Sport Race. Doug Blackmore was lauded for his
efforts in raising $100 of the total by making hot dogs available.



Chris advised that he was providing additional nameplates to
accommodate the names of recent and/or future winners of the T&D
Grand Champion trophy. Len Bourel will look into adding another layer to
the trophy to accommodate the additional nameplates.



Chris provided a report on the 2013 contest season:
o spring stunt opener (May, Niagara Falls) – nice weather, not very
well attended
o T&D (June) – windy (F2B portion postponed until the Anniversary
Event in September), moderate participation, broke even
financially
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o Beanfield Grand Prix (July) – weather not great, mud even worse,
mediocre stunt participation
o SOCC (August) – best contest of the year, well attended,
participation in scale and stunt on the light side, higher levels of
participation in the combat and racing events
o Stunt Trials (September) – good weather, moderate attendance
o Anniversary Event/Marathon Sport Race (September) – attendance
could have been better (3 teams in the Marathon Sport Race – for
once, Evil Empire did not win this event (DNF) although they took
the overall 2013 Sport Race crown.
o Ringmaster Flyathon (October) – 116 flights were completed by
Club members although it was pointed out that the total could have
been higher with less-than-full (or smaller) fuel tanks as
apparently used by (some) clubs. Chris suggested that we expand
participation in the event through an open invitation, noting that
there was an abundance of Ringmasters of all sizes to fly


It was generally noted that attendance was an issue at the 2013
contests, both in terms of competitors and judges (further discussion
under New Business)



Chris reminded the members that elections for the Club executive would
be held at the November meeting. He noted that Bill Bowmer had
expressed his desire to “retire” from his current position as Club
Treasurer. Chris summarized the responsibilities of the position but
failed to scare off Naomi Macklem who indicated she was willing to run
(“volunteer”) for the position provided that no more ardent individuals
announced their candidacy. Bill will look into the process to transfer the
accounts in advance of the election.



Chris invited the members to suggest/organize programs for the Club’s
meetings for 2013/2014. As a starting point:
o November meeting – Club executive elections and awards night
(including some “surprise” awards)
o December meeting – pre-Christmas swap shop
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New Business:


John McFayden introduced a discussion concerning an ongoing trend towards
lower levels of contest participation (particularly for stunt contests) and
increased difficulty in assembling non-contestants to judge stunt as well. He
suggested that one solution might be to hold fewer contests, for example,
omitting the Spring Opener. He pointed out that there was a concentration
of contests early in the summer and that most US clubs held only one or two
contests per year. He suggested that the T&D, the SOCC, and the Beanfield
Grand Prix be retained as “core” contests.



John also suggested looking at stunt rule modifications in an attempt to
attract more participants, particularly from the US. For example, US stunt
fliers typically are not comfortable with the 7-minute limit to complete the
pattern, preferring an 8-minute limit. He also noted the Builder-of-theModel rule (BOM) and appearance points as potential deterrents to
participation and suggested that the AMA rules might be considered for
Club contest purposes rather than the F2B rules currently in use.



Chris Brownhill suggested that rule modifications such as these be proposed
to the MAAC Rules Committee for consideration.



Len Bourel noted that Club contest rules could be customized as desired,
provided that the rules for a given contest were advertised ahead of time.
Len also suggested that contest schedules be accelerated, eliminating test
flying and allowing three attempts to complete two official flights. The
advantage of doing so would be to make the best possible use of generally
good morning flying conditions and to avoid wasting the time of the judges,
making judging a less onerous task.



Chris suggested that this discussion be resumed at the next meeting

Other business:


Naomi Macklem and Len Bourel noted that due to their move to Barrie, they
would be unable to host their annual Christmas get-together. It was
suggested that, instead, Club members arrange a get-together in a local
restaurant.

Adjournment:
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The business portion of the meeting was adjourned at 8:30 pm.



Adjournment moved by John McFayden, seconded by Geoff Higgs, carried.

Show-n-Tell:


Chris Brownhill displayed his own-design 1/2A Multi-Engine Scale version of
the Handley Page Hampden. It is a reduced version of his venerable Profile
Scale model, although the markings reflect a different squadron. He noted
that the larger version was based on the aircraft that his uncle was lost in
during a raid in WW2. Chris noted that the 1/2A version flies well, even on
one engine. The engines are Coxes, a Golden Bee and a Black Widow – he was
surprised to find that the Golden Bee proved to be the stronger of the two.



Rob Pringle displayed his almost-finished 1/2A Proto Speed model. It is also
self-designed with design influences from various Proto Speed articles, the
fictional Gee Bee R3, and the Kelly F1D. It is constructed from a mixture of
balsa, aircraft ply, basswood, and carbon-fibre mat and is powered by a Cox
TeeDee.



For those interested in possibly putting together a 1/2A Proto Speed model,
the rules were included in the minutes of the January meeting and are also
summarized below.



Chris Brownhill noted that a “gentleman’s agreement” had been reached to
use the following supplementary/modified rules if there is sufficient
interest in the Club to run a 1/2A Proto Speed event:
o Engines limited to Cox TeeDee .049 engines. The more usual engines
for this event are expensive 1/2A combat engines (Pico, Profi, Cyclon,
etc.) costing $200 and up.
o Lines would be the standard 42’ length (42’) but could be .012
stranded lines
o Pylons would not be used



Rob noted that the models could be put together for a few dollars, TeeDee’s
are available on EBay, and Panther Hobbies in Mississauga has small NOS
Perfect fuel tanks (for $1 at last visit) although some fliers may prefer to
use bladder tanks.

Chris Brownhill’s Clinic on engine dis-assembly (and hopefully re-assembly)
….Presented by Dr. Chris and his able nurse, Naomi Macklem
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Chris introduced his patient, a brand new OS FP .25, saying that new engines
were easier to dis-assemble - but then again, new engines should not need
dis-assembly.



He stressed that the dis-assembled parts should be kept clean and
organized, if necessary making notes on how they fit together. This is
particularly true of the conrod (make sure the front says at the front) and
the cylinder sleeve (as it has to be aligned properly with the ports) – it is
best to mark the orientation of these on the parts themselves – Chris used a
permanent marker (others suggest a scribe, although this has to be done
verrrry carefully and is a no-no if used on a mating surface).



The order of dis-assembly was as follows:
1. Backplate screws and backplate (loosen screws in stages in alternating
pattern)
2. Cylinder head screws and cylinder head (loosen screws in stages in
alternating pattern)
3. Propeller nut and drive plate.
4. Cylinder sleeve (might need to be heated to remove)
5. Conrod and piston
6. Crankshaft
7. Needle valve, spraybar assembly, and venture



Chris turned over re-assembly to Naomi while he made suggestions:
1. Re-assemble in reverse-order of dis-assembly
2. If cleaning of parts is required, kerosene, oven cleaner, carburettorcleaner, or other solvents can be used (don’t use aggressive abrasives
on mating parts)
3. New backplate gaskets can be fabricated from Canadian Tire Money.
New head gaskets can be fabricated from shim stock (or thin-walled
beverage cans).
4. It is a good idea to re-assemble with socket-head machine screws as
other head types often do not survive more than one dis-assembly/reassembly cycle.
5. Make sure the cylinder sleeve is oriented correctly with the intake
and exhaust ports.
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6. Make sure the conrod is facing in the original direction.
7. Orient fins on cylinder head front-to-back
8. Tighten cyclinder head and backplate screws in stages, using an
alternating pattern to avoid distorting the parts.
9. Make sure the jet in the spraybar is oriented down and in line with the
venturi (unless it is an engine that is intended to have its jet(s)
oriented towards the venturi walls).
10. Assembly can be eased (and the engine protected) with WD40 or light
oil (eg. air tool oil).
After Chris thanked Naomi and complimented her on her skills, Naomi
diplomatically pointed out that it wasn’t just beginner’s luck - she had
“worked on” her sewing machine (for the sake of Chris’ new engine, we trust
that the sewing machine was returned to an operational state)
Chris also offered to repeat the process on a Cox “reedie” but the hour was
getting late……………….
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Rules for 1/2A proto speed
The following are some of the key rules for 1/2A proto speed as excerpted
from the MAAC rulebook (AMA rules appear to be the same):
 Aircraft must resemble a full-size airplane but need not be to scale.
Must have a vertical stabilizer or butterfly tail and a clear canopy in
proportion to model. No flying wings, pod/boom, or other unusual
configurations unless it is a scale model of a full-size aircraft. No
clear finishes.


Minimum wing span 14” for monoplanes, 12” for biplanes. Minimum wing
area 45 sq.ins. Minimum fuselage length 12”.



Profile fuselage of maximum 0.5” width, cheek cowls of maximum
0.375” width.



Fixed landing gear with a minimum of two wheels at least 7/8” dia,
separated laterally by at least two wheel diameters.



Maximum model weight 9 oz.



Engine displacement < 0.0504 (see previous supplementary rules) – only
natural aspiration allowed – open-face exhaust - no muffler. Fuel is
unspecified.



Side-mounted engine on outboard side of fuselage. The tank may not
form a fairing for the cylinder head but a fairing behind the tank is
permitted.



Control by exposed 2-line system – control lines 42’ from handle to
aircraft centre-line – 0.010 minimum dia. – no braided/stranded lines

(see previous supplementary rules) – 2 lbs/ounce pull-test.


If a pylon is not used, the pilot stands within a 6’ dia. marked circle

(see previous supplementary rules).


The timed flight is 10 laps (1/2 mile) at maximum 15’ altitude – flight
is timed from release for take-off. There are more rules concerning
attempts, official flights, etc.)
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Special Feature:

Some more three views of racing aircraft to whet your 1/2A Proto design appetite.
These feature more “retro” designs.

Denight DDT

Napier Heston

M

Pffft

Knight Twister (original version)

Comper Swift

Sky Mouse
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Meeting Report - November 13, 2013
Minutes of the BBMFC November 13, 2013 Meeting
Business meeting opened:
by President Chris Brownhill at 7:40 pm
Present:
15 members/guests
Minutes of previous meeting: acceptance moved by Keith Morgan, seconded by
Stewart Henderson, carried

Financial report:

$2,292.16 from Treasurer, Bill Bowmer
(not including contribution to FAI fund)

Proceedings:


Club awards were presented by President Chris Brownhill:
o Crash of the year – Bill Bowmer (plaque and bottle
of CA)
o Awards for first (recent) solo (plaque plus
admonition to read control-line safety rules)


Chris Hubbard



Jack Ngao



Juan Barrada



Paul Emmerson

o Service award to Bill Bowmer as “about to be
past” Treasurer

o Hanson International Sport Race trophy to
Steve Stevanovic of the “Evil Empire” racing
team (his daughter was present to accept
this trophy)
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Chris summarized the key results of the recent Zone meeting which he
attended:
o The current Zone Director was approved – acclamation
o John McFayden, Keith Morgan, and Chris Brownhill were returned to
the committees on which they are currently serving
o 15 members had provided Chris with voting proxies but he could not
find a whole lot to use these votes on.



Chris received a letter of thanks from the Weston-King Neighbourhood
Centre for the $308 club donation from the club’s Anniversary event



Doug has made some changes (mostly technical) to the website, including restructuring of the home page – it now emphasizes an invitation to new
members, especially juniors – thank-you Doug!



Chris indicated he had submitted the application for the permit for our
flying field to the City



Chris requested some assistance with the Bean Field Grand Prix contest
report since he had not been in attendance for the entire contest and was
short on pictures



Chris recounted that he received a call from Revenue Canada – the purpose
of the call was a trivial date change in the Club’s report – but it provided
reassurance that the CRA actually read these reports and validated Chris’
efforts in preparing them faithfully every year



Approval of the actions of the Club Executive during the past year
November 1, 2012 to October 31, 2013 – moved by Chris Hubbard, seconded
by Keith Morgan, carried unanimously



Club dues will remain at $30 for 2014

Old Business:


There was no old business

New Business:


The past executive was dissolved and the election of new officers was held.
The slate of candidates included:
o President – Chris Brownhill (returning)
o Vice-president – John McFayden (returning)
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o Treasurer – Naomi Macklem, nominated by Chris Brownhill, seconded
by Keith Morgan
o Secretary – Rob Pringle (returning)
o Control-line Rep – Len Bourel (returning)
o Junior Coordinator – open
o Contest Coordinator - open


Election of the slate of “returning” candidates, plus the new nominee for
treasurer (Naomi Macklem), was moved for approval by Chris Hubbard,
seconded by Stuart Henderson, carried unanimously (the only discordant
note being that Keith Morgan censured “new” President Chris Brownhill for
his choice of presidential footwear)



No potential candidates announced interest in assuming the currently “open”
positions.



Chris outlined some of the steps required to transfer the Clubs official seal,
etc. from the outgoing Treasurer, Bill Bowmer to the new Treasurer, Naomi
Macklem

Other business:


Chris was contacted by Derek Pheaton of the Oakwood Model Flying Club
(Orillia) concerning our possible participation in three control-line fun-flys
they are planning for 2014 (June 14, August 23, September 13). Chris
suggested that we might be able to participate in one of their events



A discussion of possible dates for the 2014 contest season was held.
Tentative dates discussed were:
o Spring Opener – won’t be held in 2014
o T&D – May 31, June 1
o Brodak – June 9-14 (tentative pending John Brodak’s recovery from
cancer)
o Beanfield Grand Prix – June 28,29
o US Nationals – most of July
o SOCC – August 22-24
o Niagara Falls stunt contest – September 7
o Anniversary Contest – late September
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Adjournment:


The business portion of the meeting was adjourned at 8:35 pm - moved by
Keith Morgan, seconded by Chris Hubbard, carried.

Show-n-Tell:


Jack Ngao showed his sport/stunt Aetos (by Roger Green)
from Model Aviation plans, modified with a full body and
upright engine (ST G20.23). The fuselage is covered with
fibreglass and the wing with Sig Aerolite (several
members commented on the nice covering job).



Chris showed his profile scale North American “Yale”
(Canadian version of the Harvard with fixed
undercarriage, less powerful engine, and slight
modifications to the wing shape). He prepared his
own drawings. An OS LA 0.40 provides “motivation”.
For display, a carved-balsa scale propeller was mounted with exposed pitch
control pushrods. No bad flying habits – Chris reported it has looped and is
considering entering it in the US Nats.

Special feature:


Juan Barrada demonstrated his control-line simulator (his
first presentation in English). A control-line handle and
abbreviated lines are connected, through a bellcrank and
interface modified from a game controller, to a laptop
with custom-developed software. An eccentric motor
provides “feel” and sound effects are included.
Wind can be programmed, along with its
effects on the aircraft. Various “seasoned”
club members gave it a try and let it be said
that there was a significantly higher
proportion of “figure 9” manoeuvres than is
typically experienced over a season at the flying field – not having the risk
of physical damage apparently emboldens the flyer. Juan said that
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connecting it to a large-screen TV greatly enhances the experience. The
club members were impressed with Juan’s ingenuity.

Special Feature:

This month, some less well-known aircraft that might be good scale projects or
maybe even a semi-scale stunt or sport aircraft, if you would like something out of
the ordinary.
1. For those of you who (like me) are
partial to the Lockheed C-130
Hercules but are hesitant to work
with 4 engines, there is/was also a
twin-engined version.
2. The Miles M-20 was a simple-to-fabricate
and inexpensive fighter, somewhat
comparable in performance to the Spitfire
and Hurricane, that was intended to
address a potential shortage of aircraft in
1940. It turned out to be unnecessary but
could make a nice looking stunter.
3. Bisnovat SK – the high-speed research version of an
experimental Soviet fighter – capable of more than
400 mph – in 1940! The version tested for military
service had a more conventional canopy.
4. The Transavia Airtruk, a
product of New Zealand,
is/was a very “distinctive”
aircraft used for
agricultural purposes,
ferrying cargo, as an air
ambulance, and for
surveying.
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5. A “mystery” aircraft - Hmmmmmmmmmmm:
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Meeting Report - December 11, 2013
Minutes of the BBMFC December 11, 2013 Meeting
Business meeting opened:
by President Chris Brownhill at 7:35 pm
Present:
20 members/guests
Minutes of previous meeting: subject to correction of a mis-spelled name (Derek
Pheaton) - acceptance was moved by Chris Hubbard,
seconded by Stewart Henderson, carried

Financial report:

$2,868.16 from Treasurer, Bill Bowmer
(including a pending $576 contribution to FAI fund)

Proceedings:


Chris reviewed the tentative dates for the 2014 contest schedule:
o Spring Opener – won’t be held in 2014
o T&D – May 31, June 1
o Brodak – June 9-14 (tentative pending John Brodak’s recovery from
cancer)
o Oakwood Model Flying Club Fun-fly (Orillia) – June 14
o Beanfield Grand Prix – June 28,29
o US Nationals –July
o SOCC – August 22-24
o Niagara Falls stunt contest – September 7
o Anniversary Contest –September 27,28



Chris indicated he had submitted the permit applications for the home-field
contests – the required processing time is uncertain.



Chris brought up the subject of our corporate status in the context of the
transfer of the club’s letter of incorporation from the outgoing to incoming
treasurer. Apparently these have gone missing with the passing of time so
Chris requested $83 to have a copy made of the original micro-fiche. Chris
also indicated that the current slate of directors includes Kim Doherty, Neil
Copeland and Ross Melhuish – who are not current, active members and
should be replaced as directors. Chris indicated he would hold an election
for three new directors at the January meeting. Chris also indicated that
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our by-laws should be updated at some point to reflect the current Ontario
regulations for corporations – however this not an immediate necessity and
involves a significant financial outlay.


Chris mentioned that he had an award for past service to be awarded to
Ross Melhuish.

Old Business:


There was no old business.

New Business:


The question of a Christmas get-together was brought up. Chris suggested
the Hare & Firkin pub on Eglinton Avenue, west of Renforth (address is 2800
Skymark, unit 28) as a venue. A date was discussed and December 27th at
7:30 was decided upon. It was estimated that 25 members/guests would be
coming for the purpose of making a reservation.



January 1 at 10:00am was decided upon as the date/time for an informal
“Polar Bear” flying session at the field (see following point about MAAC
membership/insurance).



Chris reminded members that MAAC membership (and insurance) renewals
were due as of January 1.



Treasurer Naomi Macklem reminded members to submit their membership
dues.

Other business:


There being no other business, Club business for 2013 was declared
completed.

Adjournment:


The business portion of the meeting was adjourned at 8:05 pm - moved by
Keith Morgan, seconded by Len Bourel, carried.



Christmas goodies were enjoyed by all, courtesy of Doug Blackmore and
other Club members (sorry I don’t know who brought goodies – if you let me
know at rpringle1028@rogers.com, I will add your name, with thanks, to the
minutes.
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Show-n-Tell:


Jack Ngao presented some interesting, and
less-common model aircraft engines from
his collection. These included:
o Super Hurricane 0.24 ci (Canadian
ignition engine)
o Super Tigre G24 0.60 ci (ignition in
current form)
o Stels .049 and Norvel (Russian vintage) .074
o Fox .35 and Fox Rocket .35
o OS/Graupner NSU Wankel (rotary) .30
o Johnson .32 (hardened meehanite cylinder)
o MRC Enya .35 (hand-lapped)
o Super Tigre G20/15 racing engine with pipe
o Merco Black Streak 0.61 (from the UK – butterfly exhaust restrictor)

Special feature:


Chris talked about curing a wing warp on his
Brodak “Magician” kit. Chris distributed the
following handout:
“How to Avoid and/or Cure Wing Warps
Don’t get them in the first place by doing the following:
o

Make sure the building surface is flat and
square by using a level or yardstick.

o

Before gluing the ribs to spars and leading edge,
measure the height of the ribs above the
building surface to ensure that the distance is
uniform across the span.

o

Use a levelling bar under the ribs (assuming a
symmetrical airfoil section is being used) to raise the trailing edge portion of the
ribs off the work surface.

o

If the wing is tapered, use wing rib platforms to ensure that the trailing edge is
level before proceeding to glue anything!

o

Only attach trailing-edge and centre-section sheeting while the wing is pinned down.

o

Check and recheck to make sure that the wing is straight throughout the building
process.
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If you do get a warp, you can try the following:
o

Remove the centre-section sheeting and pin the wing down on the building board,
rechecking to see that the trailing edge is straight.

o

Carefully re-install the centre-section sheeting, being careful not to twist the wing
in the process.

o

If the warp is induced after the wing has been covered, the use of a heat gun to
remove the twist can sometimes be effective.

o If none of the above works, consider building a new wing!”


The annual swap-shop was held – there was not as much “stuff” on offer as
there typically has been in the past.

Special Feature:
Some more “less well-known” aircraft if you like having something different from
the other models on the flight-line.
First the identity of the mystery aircraft from the
November minutes:
This is the General Motors/Fisher XP-75 Eagle, a US
fighter design developed starting in 1942. It used
parts from various other aircraft (Corsair, P-40,
Dauntless) and had a midships engine similar to the
Airacobra.
Now some other designs:
6. I have shown the Martin-Baker MB5 in this
feature before – now an earlier design in
the series – the MB-2. Not exactly a
beautiful aircraft but distinctive
nonetheless with those large fixed
undercarriage fairings.
7. I don’t know much about the International
High Performance M1 Speedcruiser except
that it is a small aircraft with a long name.
It is a fairly recent light/sport aircraft
design.
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8. The Socata TBM (a French offering) is one of
a seemingly plentiful crop of modern
turboprop business and utility aircraft. I
must confess I am quite taken by some of
these designs.

Have a Merry Christmas and/or Happy Holidays
And may 2014 be good to you and your families
(and bring you a good landing for every time you take off)
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